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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to my presentation! 



What needs to be addressed?

There is not a centralized location 
for developers and managers to be 
able to communicate over projects 
being worked on, see all members 
active on those projects, and much 
more. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developers use numerous platforms and tools to communicate, manage, gain insights and learn about mobile application development. Moreover, developers have to go from one platform to another in order to accomplish the different tasks they have. Developers could spend countless amounts of time bouncing from each platform. When using the developer app store, it is also difficult to see which developers are working on a particular Mobile application, to discover what repository is associated with the app, or to keep track of the status and/or certifications of the app. Not to mention, project managers may not have the access to see certain aspects in a certain platform. Status visibility is limited only to the active developers, which makes it difficult for managers to be up to date with app status and changes. 



What if
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There was an application to allow 
developers to:
o See a list of their projects as well 

as have access to information on 
those projects

o Review analytics 
o See mobile certifications 
o Check out builds (versions) of their 

projects
o Receive alerts and notifications 

And much more!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It would make life easier, wouldn’t it? 



Well … There Is One … in Progress, of Course

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This application provides a centralized location for RTI mobile application developers and managers to communicate, manage,  gain insights, and learn about mobile application development.So far, I have: Created a table (project dashboard)Holds project information including teammates, description and status Implemented a way to run the application on IE (Internet Explorer) Implemented flexAllows the site to adapt visually to the device the user has ( laptop, IOS, tablet, etc.)Created a headerHolds a notification bell to display alerts when clicked Shows a logged in user and their picture Incorporates another dropdown for additional links (FAQ’s, Settings, Logout, etc.)With more to come!But for me to get to this point, I had to learn a few different tools:Azure DevOpsUsed for Agile Development	Sprints – set time periods to complete a set amount of work Boards – holds all the work items Work items hold User StoriesUser stories -> descriptions of the type of user, what they want and whyHolds a repository Maintains all project filesAllows us to push changesGives all teammates access to projectIncorporates pull requestsOne key component used: Pull RequestsWhen a teammate creates a pull request, the other members on the project are notified. When this happens, the other members can look over the changes and decide if anything needs to be adjusted or added. If not, then the other members can accept the changes made and pull those changes into their own version of the project. Thus, everyone’s project would be up to date with the latest changes. Essentially, pull requests allow teammates to update their code with new changes made by another teammateAngular:Application design framework Platform for designing single-page appsUses HTML, TypeScript, CSSIncorporates tons of libraries Node Js: A JavaScript runtime environment Assists with design and coding applications I had some experience with using Node Js my final semester of undergrad. I am no expert, but I was already familiar with it. I have, however, learned more about using Node Js including using (npm run start) to run the application. 
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The end product would have tons of features that the user would have access to. The current page is the dashboard. There would be other tabs such as the Users tab, Alerts, and Health. Potential features that will be added before the internship concludes will be the left side panel (Users, Dashboard, Builds, Settings, etc.). Also data will be coming from a server, as currently we are using custom mock data that I have generated. Another potential feature will be the test coverage diagram. But I was not the only one working on this project.Contributions on this Project Overall: My Team -> 3 Amigos:My manager: Lee Whitbeck (and mentor ) -> Project Manager/LeadMyself - > Developer Ayubi (intern) and Becky  -> Testing Implementing ways to incorporate BDD, Serenity, Cucumber into applicationIdentifying scenarios that need to be consideredAssisting to eliminate avoidable bugs that could arise in the future Along with others that may come to take part in this project in the future Testing is extremely important for development. As stated above, sending end-users an application with bugs is not ideal. With testing, one can identify these bugs and fix them before releasing the application. Additionally, testing is needed to ensure the business requirements are met. Testing allows the developer to ensure all features are added with appropriate events and responses based on the end-users’ input. Another note to make is testing exposes structural or infrastructural defects. Not to mention, testing saves money, ensures security as well as product quality, and increases customer satisfaction. 



Key Takeaways 
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Skills
The process of agile development 
Adaptability 
Angular 

An innovative upcoming application

Connections with other developers 

Networking with RTI staff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The agile development process is something that is commonly used in software development teams. I learned about this process this past spring in one of my classes and was very excited to apply what I learned into an actual company. I believe the agile process makes development more organized, structured, and beneficial. Adaptability is something that I have be able to improve on as an intern. For starters, I had to learn the different tools used at RTI for application development. Along with this, my manager invited me to join meetings with other RTI colleagues/developers who discussed a platform or software that was very new to me. In fact, one of the platforms I learned is something that will soon be incorporated in the project I am working on. Being able to adapt as well as have the willingness to learn has helped me a lot. Angular is a nice platform to use, as it gives you components that automatically have the files they need such as a css/scss file, a html file, a typescript file, and a testing file. When my manager Lee told me that we would be working on an application that is going to be used by developers at RTI, I was very excited and nervous. I had never made an application before that was going to be used by others, let alone employees at a company. At the same time, I was excited because this was an opportunity to get real-world experience and to test how passionate I am in development. Lee helped me all throughout the project when I had questions or was stuck. He helped me overcome my nervousness and  instilled confidence in me. He provided me with resources that allowed me to understand Angular as well as all the tools that we have used. I have also had the chance to interact with developers on Lee’s team as well as see how they work as a team. Overall, I have truly enjoyed being apart of this project and working on this application. I have improved my coding skills as well as soft skills. I have had the privilege to talk with employees in my area of concentration and to learn as much as I have. I have met a lot of RTI staff over the duration of my internship and have connected with many on LinkedIn. 



Image Sources

o Getty Image: https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/struggling-with-
occupational-stress-royalty-free-image/935671084?adppopup=true

o Getty Image: https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/afro-american-
man-with-surprised-expression-royalty-free-
image/1040477914?adppopup=true
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Thank you
Contact: Marcus Lofton| email: internships@rti.org
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